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Abstract. A novel type of stellarator device, the helical post stellarator (HPS), is introduced.
Calculations are given for a particular HPS configuration, the single-helix stellarator (SHS)
featuring a single-helix centre post. This configuration is significantly different from all
previously known stellarators due to the combination of its unique geometrical characteristics
and physical properties. Among these are the facts that the helical magnetic field has only
one toroidal period (N = 1), the plasma has an extremely low aspect ratio, A ≈ 1, and the
variation of the magnetic field, B, along field lines features a helical ripple entirely on the inside
of the torus. Among the main advantages of an HPS for the fusion program are an extremely
compact, modular, and simple design compatible with significant rotational transform, large
plasma volume, and improved particle transport characteristics.

1. Introduction
Traditionally, stellarators are large-aspect-ratio machines with an aspect ratio A (which is
the ratio of the average major radius, R, to the average minor radius, a, for the last closed
flux surface) of around 10. The so-called low-A stellarators [1] have aspect ratios A ≈ 5–7.
The lowest-A stellarators ever built are the Compact Helical System (CHS) [2], the Compact
Auburn Torsatron (CAT) [3], and the heliac H-1 [4], which have A ≈ 5. Record values of
the volume average β ≈ 2.1% in stellarators have been reported [2] for the low-A stellarator
CHS (although the highest β values reached in the large-A stellarators come close to this
result: β 6 1.8% in W7-AS [5] and β 6 2% in Heliotron-E [6]).
In parallel to the development of the world spherical tokamak (ST) program [7–14],
which promises more compact, higher β, and a less disruptive approach for tokamaks,
the spherical stellarator (SS) program has been initiated recently [15–22] for machines
with stellarator features and the aspect ratio A below 3.5. The plasma current enhancing
the vacuum rotational transform is one of the key elements of the SS approach. The SS
concept offers a significantly different (from traditional stellarator or tokamak approaches)
way to a fusion reactor, which can be envisioned as a compact and inexpensive machine
with the steady-state, high-β, and strong bootstrap current regimes of operation and good
particle confinement. From this point of view, a few simple and fundamentally different
SS configurations have recently been investigated: with a straight centre post [15, 16], with
planar coils [17, 18], and with outboard stellarator windings [19]. Various combinations of
these main types can result in a more general modular twisted coil approach [21, 22] and
might correspond to parameter optimization. For the SS considered, it was shown [15–22]
that a positive plasma current via inductive drive or the bootstrap effect is advantageous for
reaching higher β equilibria and improved transport characteristics.
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In our search for the optimal SS configuration, we do not impose any special limitations
(and have not included them in a definition of the SS concept) on how to reach the
improved confinement in an SS, because we are checking various possibilities and trying to
simultaneously satisfy not only the requirement of improved confinement but also that of
high-β regimes of operation, an efficient coil system and a divertor, simplicity, modularity
and compactness of the configuration etc, which can open a better path to a fusion reactor.
More recently, however, a few other US institutions have become involved in SS-type
research. They decided to focus their investigations on a particular way of reaching the
improved confinement. Researchers at ORNL focus on J∗ transport optimization, and they
have used the name SMARTH (SMall Aspect Ratio Toroidal Hybrid) for a device [21–26].
A different case of SS optimization regarding the particle transport can be based on a
quasi-axisymmetric approach. The natural tendency of the magnetic structure in an SS
to become more quasi-axisymmetric with increasing plasma current has been stressed in
[20, 21]. Stellarator coil systems especially designed for obtaining vacuum magnetic field
configurations with quasi-axisymmetric properties have been discussed in recent publications
[27–29]. There, such configurations were called the Modular Helias-like Heliac 2 (MHH2).
In those publications, the author reduced the plasma aspect ratio first to A = 4.5 [27],
then to A = 3.5 [28], and lastly to A = 3.2 [29], thus moving gradually into the SS
domain regarding the plasma aspect ratio, although without including the plasma current.
More recently, the PPPL team [30–32] started to use this quasi-axisymmetric approach for
transport optimization in SS-type devices with the plasma current. The aspect ratios for the
magnetic field configurations presently being considered by the ORNL and PPPL teams are
A ≈ 2.5–3.5.
The present paper introduces a new family of SS-type configurations called the helical
post stellarators (HPS). Moreover, this paper is devoted to a particular HPS configuration,
the single-helix stellarator (SHS), which features a single-helix centre post. In the following
it is shown that an SHS features (together with some other advantages) improved particle
transport. This demonstrates that there is at least one more path (it can be called, as will
become clear from the discussion, a ‘generalized σ -optimization’) to improved confinement
in an SS, apart from quasi-axisymmetry or J∗ optimization. Simultaneous satisfaction (to
some degree) of all these three different optimization principles might give better results
than a closer satisfaction to only one such principle.
An SHS configuration is unique in comparison with traditional stellarator devices (even
compared with the SS systems considered so far) and sets a few records for stellarators.
First, an SHS is a stellarator configuration with a single toroidal period (N = 1). To our
knowledge, there have only been two other stellarator configurations with N = 1 proposed
and briefly discussed: the Cleftron [33] and the Ultra-Simple Stellarator [34]. Both of these
configurations had straight centre columns. The Cleftron’s coil system consists of a single
outboard helical winding connecting the bottom and top parts of the straight centre column
and making one turn around it, while the Ultra-Simple Stellarator has two interconnected
planar coils: a small circular and a very large rectangular. These N = 1 configurations,
however, do not feature many attractive characteristics of the SHS.
The HPS configurations differ from any other stellarator in that they do not have the
traditional stellarator helical windings or twisted coils encircling the plasma, and their only
(or main) helical element is a helical post located in the centre of the torus. The plasma
aspect ratios, A ≈ 1–1.5, obtained in the HPS configurations are also out of the range
considered for stellarators. (In fact, in this paper, we discuss the configurations with plasma
aspect ratios in the range 1–1.25. The higher A were obtained, however, for other HPS
configurations briefly mentioned in the last paragraph of the paper). A relatively large
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rotational transform, ι ≈ 0.1–0.15, found for these extremely low aspect ratios, and the
inboardly located helical ripple (which means improved particle transport [35, 36]) represent
the significant advantages of these configurations. Taking into account all these factors
together with the extreme simplicity of the coil system makes an SHS of particular interest
for fusion applications.
The neoclassical transport theory in stellarators was developed first [37, 38] for a simple
magnetic field model,
B/B0 = 1 − εt cos θ − εh cos η

(1)

where B0 is the central magnetic field, η = mθ −nN ϕ, m and n are the poloidal and toroidal
mode numbers, N is the number of toroidal field periods, and θ and ϕ are the poloidal and
toroidal angles. This model field includes just the main toroidal and helical harmonics
caused by the toroidicity and helical windings. The theory predicts significant particle and
3/2
energy fluxes in the low collisionality 1/ν regime, which are proportional to εt2 εh /ν, with
ν being the collision frequency. However, real stellarators usually have a significantly
more complicated spectrum of helical harmonics than that given by equation (1). As was
first found numerically via the Monte Carlo simulations [39], additional helical harmonics
can significantly improve the transport characteristics of a stellarator to the extend that the
dangerous 1/ν regime is absent. The theoretical analysis and Monte Carlo calculations of
[35] explained this effect by considering a more complicated model field,
B = B0 [1 − εt cos θ − εh cos η(1 − σ cos θ )]

(2)

which is different from (1) in the case of non-zero σ . It was found that for σ ≈ εh /εt ≈ 1
the radial drift of the helically trapped particles is reduced significantly, and a numerical
example has demonstrated the reduction of neoclassical diffusion by an order of magnitude
in comparison with the case of σ = 0 and the same εt and εh . Later theory and numerical
calculations [36, 40] generalized and confirmed these results for configurations with multiple
harmonics. The main conclusion was the same—an order of magnitude reduction of
neoclassical transport coefficients is possible if the helical ripple is localized inboard of
the torus.
For low-aspect-ratio stellarators in general, and especially for the SS configurations
where both εt and εh are significant, neoclassical transport can be, in principle, very large and
requires careful optimization. Taking into account the above mentioned facts, we searched
for an SS configuration that had an inboardly located magnetic ripple. The SHS system,
discussed below, gives a simple, interesting and unusual example of such a configuration.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the coil system of an SHS
is described. In section 3, the main parameters of the vacuum magnetic field configuration
without poloidal field (PF) rings are given, and section 4 demonstrates similar results for a
configuration with PF rings. The effects of plasma current are discussed in section 5. The
results of calculations of the S-factor and neoclassical transport are presented in section 6.
Finally, the main conclusions are summarized in section 7.
2. The coil system of an SHS
The HPS coil configuration can be obtained from a typical ST coil system [7] by replacing
the straight centre post of an ST with the helical post, as shown in figure 1 for an SHS. The
outboard parts of TF coils can be the same as in an ST and can feature remote (or a large
number of) return conductors to reduce the outboard magnetic field ripple. Consequently, the
total current of all TF coils goes through a single helical centre post (HCP), or equivalently,
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through the number of close conductors of an HCP. Similar to modifying an ST, the HPS
can be obtained by replacing the straight centre post of an SS configuration of [15, 16] with
the HCP. In this paper, however, we will consider only the first option (modification of an
ST), while the second option (modification of an SS) will be discussed elsewhere.

Figure 1. An SHS coil system.

The configuration presented in figure 1 corresponds to the first round of the coil
system optimization regarding the extreme low aspect ratio, large enclosed volume, large
vacuum rotational transform, small outboard magnetic field ripple, and small magnetic island
structure. The coil system shown includes 12 outboard (half-elliptical) TF coils, three pairs
of PF rings, and a single HCP making 1.5 turns around the vertical axis (1ϕcp = 3π ). The
winding law for the HCP presented in the figures in this paper was chosen as
 πz 
1ϕcp
ϕ=
R = Rcp (1 − ζ 2 )2
(3)
sin
2H
2
where ϕ is the toroidal angle, z is the distance from the equatorial plane, R is the distance
from the vertical axis (major radius), H is the half-height of the HCP, and the parameter
ζ = 0 for |z| 6 h, and ζ = (|z| − h)/(H − h) for h < |z| 6 H , with h being the half-length
of the central part of the HCP. The dimensions chosen for an example of a system with
good parameters are: Rcp = 0.1 m, h = 0.6 m, and H = 0.75 m.
A set of three pairs of PF rings, shown in figure 1, is not a necessary element for
forming the vacuum flux surfaces. It is, however, advantageous for shaping the flux surfaces,
optimizing the magnetic ripple, adjusting the plasma aspect ratio, and controlling the plasma
location. It will be useful also for reaching high β in the regimes with the finite plasma
pressure and finite plasma current.
3. The SHS configuration without PF rings
Tracing along field lines, carried out via the UBFIELD code (see, for example, [41]) for the
coil configuration and parameters discussed in the previous section, demonstrates a number
of peculiar characteristics of the SHS magnetic field. First we discuss the configuration
without PF rings.
The closed vacuum flux surfaces of large volume are shown in figures 2 and 3 for two
perpendicular cross sections of the device, respectively in the X–Z and Y –Z planes of the
Cartesian coordinate system with Z being the vertical axis, and the X–Z plane corresponding
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to ϕ = 0 and ϕ = π . The cross sections of outboard parts of the TF coils and the HCP are
also presented in these figures. The Poincaré puncture plots calculated for a large number of
closed flux surfaces demonstrate that the enclosed area is practically island-free, although
the narrow chains of magnetic islands are present for flux surfaces where the rotational
transform, ι, goes through rational values, such as 1/9, 1/10, 1/11, etc. These resonances
can be enhanced if the corresponding helical harmonics with n = 1 and m = 9, 10, 11 etc
have significant amplitudes in the spectrum of the magnetic field for the corresponding flux
surfaces. Here, n and m are the toroidal and poloidal mode numbers, respectively. It is
not a problem, however, for the SHS, at least not for the vacuum configuration considered.
One can see that the magnetic islands are too narrow to affect the plasma confinement in
the SHS. However, finite-β calculations for magnetic islands should be carried out before
an actual high-β experiment is designed. The aspect ratio of the configuration presented is
extremely low, A = 1.17, which has never been considered before for stellarators.

Figure 2. Poincaré puncture plots for closed vacuum flux surfaces in the X–Z cross section.
The dashed curves demonstrate the geometry of the open field lines. Cross sections of the coils
are also shown.

The dashed curves in figures 2 and 3 demonstrate the geometry of the opened field
lines. These field lines go along the HCP and might serve as part of the divertor system
with the divertor plates conveniently located at the top and bottom parts of an SHS where
some free space is readily available (see figure 4, which shows schematically the whole coil
configuration together with the three main plasma cross sections).
The perspective view of the coil system and the last closed vacuum flux surface is given
in figure 5. One can see the periodic modulation induced by the 12 TF coils and that the
last flux surface extends further into the space between the TF coils. This effect is similar to
that in a tokamak or in any other toroidal configuration with a finite number of TF coils, and
is caused by the proximity of the flux surface to the TF coils. The corresponding outboard
magnetic ripple (see figure 6(a) for the last closed flux surface, ρ = 1, where ρ is the
normalized average minor radius) might increase the transport coefficients significantly and
thus should be avoided. The full black regions in figure 6(a) are the high spatial frequency
TF ripple. This ripple is reduced significantly for the internal flux surfaces, and figure 6(b)
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Figure 3. Same as figure 2, but for the Y –Z cross section.

Figure 4. A poloidal projection of the SHS coil system together with the main cross sections
of the last closed flux surface.

demonstrates, as an example, that it is practically absent for a flux surface with ρ = 0.5.
The same 12-period modulation can be seen in figure 7(a) showing the |B| distribution on
the flux surface, ρ = 1. There, B0 designates the value of the first full contour, and 1B is
the difference between adjacent contour lines. Full contours correspond to |B| > B0 , while
the dotted contours correspond to |B| < B0 . The |B| bumpiness is not seen for the flux
surface ρ = 0.5 (figure 7(b)), where the helical symmetry of |B| on the inboard changes to
toroidal symmetry on the outboard of the flux surface. A few methods can be used to reduce
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the outboard ripple, which are mainly based either on moving the plasma further from the
outboard parts of the TF coils or on increasing their number. To accomplish the former,
additional divertor coils or limiters can be used, or the vertical magnetic field produced by
PF rings can be applied to move the plasma closer to the centre.

Figure 5. A perspective view of the SHS plasma and the coils.

The equatorial (Z = 0) cross section of the plasma is given in figure 8 where cross
sections for TF coils and for the HCP are also presented. The magnetic axis projection
is shown by the dashed curve, which seems to be circular although it is non-planar in
reality. The helical space around the HCP is free of plasma and naturally prevents the
HCP conductors from contacts with the hot plasma. In the calculations of the magnetic
field, presented in figures 6 and 7, the total current through the HCP was Icp = 600 kA
which allowed us to obtain a magnetic field at the plasma centre of about 1 T. This fact
demonstrates the high efficiency of the SHS coil system which is capable of producing high
magnetic fields in the plasma region with moderate currents in the coils.
The radial dependence of the rotational transform, ι = 1/q (q being the safety factor),
is shown in figure 9 (full curve) and it varies from 0.123 at the axis to 0.055 at the plasma
edge. From the point of view of advanced large-aspect-ratio stellarators, which often have
ι ∼ 1, such a rotational transform is small. However, for the extreme-low-aspect-ratio
machine considered, it is large. One has to compare not the ι values themselves but rather
the ι/A values, which is really the ratio of the average minor plasma radius to the connection
length. These values are not smaller for this SHS when compared to traditional or advanced
stellarators. In fact, these values of ι, found for the SHS without any plasma current, are only
a factor of two or three lower than that considered for stable regimes in spherical tokamaks
with large plasma current [13]. The vacuum ι represents a significant contribution to the
total rotational transform of an SHS in its more optimal regimes of operation with the
plasma current (see section 5) and can serve (at high β) as a seed for the bootstrap current
[15, 16, 21].
4. The SHS configuration with PF rings
As was mentioned above, the PF rings should be retained as an important element of the HPS
coil system to control both the vacuum magnetic field configuration and the configuration
at finite plasma pressure and finite plasma current. Here we show that small currents in
PF rings (about 4 kA each, which is small in comparison with Icp = 600 kA) can be used
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Figure 6. Magnetic field variation along a field line: (a) for the last flux surface, ρ = 1; (b) for
the flux surface, ρ = 0.5.

effectively to reduce the outboard magnetic ripple and control the aspect ratio of the vacuum
magnetic configuration.
The location of the PF rings in this example can be seen in figure 10, where the TF coil
and the HCP projections are also drawn and the main cross sections of the last closed vacuum
flux surface are shown. In this case, the plasma is shifted inboard and is more vertically
elongated. The plasma aspect ratio is A = 1.02. The corresponding perspective view of the
coil system and the last closed flux surface is given in figure 11, which demonstrates rather
well a near spherical-shaped plasma of the SHS with a modest central opening through which
the HCP extends. The puncture tracings of the large number of closed flux surfaces is given
in figure 12 (for the X–Z cross section) and figure 13 (for the Y –Z cross section). They
demonstrates clearly the absence of significant magnetic islands in the SHS configuration
considered.
The radial dependence of the rotational transform is shown in figure 9 by the dashed
curve. It varies from ι(0) = 0.15 to ι(1) = 0.045 and for most of the plasma volume it is
larger than that for the case without PF rings.
Magnetic field variation along the field line, for the last closed flux surface, is shown in
figure 14(a). Because the plasma for this case is pushed inward, the magnetic field magnitude
increases and reaches Bmax = 1.7 T for the same current in the centre post of 600 kA. Thus,
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Figure 7. (a) The distribution of |B| on flux surfaces: (a) flux surface ρ = 1; (b) ρ = 0.5. B0
corresponds to the value of the first full contour, and 1B is the difference between the adjacent
contours. Full contours correspond to |B| > B0 , and dotted contours to |B| < B0 .

the efficiency of the coils in producing high magnetic fields in the plasma region is even
higher. The outboard magnetic ripple is also significantly reduced. Further reduction of the
outboard ripple (practically, its total elimination) can be obtained by increasing the number
of TF coils to Nc = 24 (figure 14(b)).
5. The SHS configuration with plasma current
Analysis of a few different SS-type configurations [15–22] has stressed the importance of
a positive plasma current, externally driven or arising internally via the bootstrap effect.
Positive current means that it flows in the direction to increase the total rotational transform
in comparison with its vacuum value. A requirement for this type of plasma current was
even included among the four defining characteristics of the SS concept [15–22] (the other
three were concerned with the low aspect ratio, the high-β regimes, and good confinement).
In this section we give an example of the SHS configuration with plasma current. The
moderate plasma current of 33 kA with centrally peaked current profile (ohmic type) was
chosen to be in the form J /J0 = (1 − ρ 2 )2 . The number of TF coils was Nc = 24, the
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Figure 8. The equatorial cross section (Z = 0) of the plasma; the cross sections of the TF coils
and the HCP are also presented. The magnetic axis projection is shown by the dashed curve.

Figure 9. The radial dependence of the rotational transform for the SHS without PF rings (full
curve), with PF rings (dashed curve), and with the plasma current (triangles).

PF rings were not used, and the plasma pressure was very low. Calculations were carried
out via the 3D MHD equilibrium code, VMEC [42], running in free-boundary mode. This
mode is of importance because the plasma boundary shape varies depending on the plasma
current.
The MHD equilibrium found, with a set of nested flux surfaces, is given in figures 15(a)
and (b), where the X–Z and Y –Z plasma cross sections are shown. The plasma aspect ratio,
A = 1.25, is slightly larger than in the previously considered vacuum cases, and the total
rotational transform (a curve with triangles in figure 9) is about twice its vacuum value.
One of the important effects of the plasma current on the SHS properties is Ra modification
of the magnetic well, W , which is usually defined through the integral, U = dl/B, taken
along a field line and averaged over the flux surface:
W (ρ) = 1 − hU (ρ)i/hU (0)i.
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Figure 10. The poloidal projection of the SHS coil configuration with PF rings, together with
the main cross sections of the last closed flux surface.

Figure 11. A perspective view of the SHS plasma and the coils corresponding to the SHS
configuration with PF rings.

The vacuum SHS configurations of previous sections have featured the total magnetic hill
of W1 = −1.5 for the case without PF rings, and W2 = −0.5 with PF rings. Although we
cannot judge without the MHD stability calculations whether these values of the magnetic
hill in the vacuum SHS configurations are dangerous for the stability, it is clear that making
these hills into wells will only ward against possible instabilities. The plasma current
produces the effect of the magnetic well and the results of calculations are shown in figure 16.
In this case, the magnetic well reaches 10.3% at ρ = 0.7 and then decreases to 7.4% near
the plasma edge. This is a rather strong magnetic well in comparison with that for a typical
stellarator.
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Figure 12. Poincaré puncture plots for the SHS configuration with PF rings. The X–Z cross
section is shown.

Figure 13. Same as figure 12, but for the Y –Z cross section.

The positive effects of the plasma current on particle transport in a SHS are discussed
in the next section.
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Figure 14. Magnetic field variation along a field line for the last closed vacuum flux surface in
the SHS configuration with PF rings: (a) with 12 TF coils; (b) with 24 TF coils.

6. Particle transport in an SHS
Neoclassical particle and energy fluxes in stellarators (see, for example, [35, 36]) at low
collisionality can be expressed through the geometrical factor, S, first considered in [36].
Let us present this factor for the general magnetic field of the form
X
εmn cos(mθ − nN ϕ)
(4)
B/B0 = 1 +
mn

used in our calculations, where the index n = 0, 1, 2, etc, while the index m includes both
negative and positive modes. This general form includes, as particular cases, the model
forms given by equations (1) and (2). For those cases, εt = −ε10 and εh = −εm0 ,n0 , where
m0 and n0 correspond to the main helical harmonic (usually, n0 = 1, which also holds for
the SHS configuration considered). The factor, σ , in equation (2) comes from two equal
neighbouring poloidal harmonics εm0 +1,n0 = εm0 −1,n0 , so that σ = −2εm0 +1,n0 /εm0 ,n0 . The θ
and ϕ angles correspond to the Boozer coordinate system [43].
The parameter, S, for the general field of equation (4) can be defined as
"





#

Z 2π
∂εT
∂εH
∂εH 2
∂εT 2
1
3/2
dθ εH 1.778
− 2.133
+ 0.684
(5)
S= 2
ρ 0
∂θ
∂θ
∂θ
∂θ
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Figure 15. Flux surfaces for the MHD equilibrium in an SHS with plasma current: (a) X–Z
cross section; (b) Y –Z cross section.

Figure 16. A magnetic well in an SHS with plasma current.

where
εT =

X

εm0 cos(mθ)

m6=0

εH =

 X
m

(6)
2

εmn0 cos(mθ)

+

X

2 1/2
εmn0 sin(mθ )

.

(7)

m

To judge how good the configuration is optimized for transport, it is useful to compare the
S-factor given by equation (5) with the factor S0 calculated for the same configuration but
including only definitely positive terms in the square brackets (so the cancellation caused by
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the terms with different signs, or enhancement, in an unfavorable case, cannot be realized):
"

#


Z 2π
∂εT 2
1
∂εH 2
3/2
.
(8)
dθ εH 1.778
+ 0.684
S0 = 2
ρ 0
∂θ
∂θ
For the model field of equation (2), the ratio, S/S0 , can be written in the form
R 2π
dθ sin2 θ|1 − σ cos θ |3/2 (1 − 1.2σp + 0.385σ 2 p2 )
S
= 0 R 2π
S0
dθ sin2 θ|1 − σ cos θ |3/2 (1 + 0.385σ 2 p2 )

(9)

0

where p = εh /εt . The integrals in equation (9) can easily be computed and the results
are presented in figures 17 and 18. Figure 17 shows contours of S/S0 as function of σ
and p, with full curves designating the contours with S/S0 > 1, and dashed contours
with S/S0 < 1. The difference between neighbouring contours is 0.064. Location of the
minimum, which is about 0.033, is shown by the bold dashed curves, while the location
of the maximum (≈1.97) is shown by the bold full curves. Figure 18 presents the same
data but only for four different values of the parameter p: 1.5, 1, 0.5, and 0.25. The main
conclusion that one can make from these figures is that in a situation, when the main helical
harmonic is small (p is small), additional harmonics cannot improve or degrade the transport
significantly. In an opposite situation with large p, however, additional harmonics have a
dramatic effect on transport which can be improved significantly (for this model field by a
factor of 30). On the other hand, improper choice of additional harmonics in this case can
degrade the particle transport.

Figure 17. Contours of S/S0 in the σ –p plane. Full contours correspond to S/S0 > 1, and
dashed contours to S/S0 < 1. The difference between neighbouring contours is 0.064. The
minimum of 0.033 is shown by the bold dashed curves.

The S-factor calculations for the SHS configurations of sections 3, 4, and 5 are presented
in figure 19, where the radial dependence of S/S0 is shown. One can see the reduction
of the parameter S in comparison with S0 up to a factor of five for the cases without
plasma current and up to a factor of seven for the case with plasma current. This reflects
the improvement of the collisionless particle transport. Further optimization of the SHS
configuration by adjusting the currents in the coils or modifying the HCP winding law
might, probably, improve this factor further and bring it closer to that discussed above for
the model field (2) with optimized parameters.
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Figure 18. S/S0 as a function of σ for four values of p.

Figure 19. The radial dependence of S/S0 for the SHS configuration without PF rings (full
curve), with PF rings (dashed curve), and with plasma current (triangles).

The ratio S/S0 in figure 19 shows the improvement in particle transport caused by
the proper location of the helical ripple. This, however, is not a full description because
the helical ripple can be large and might in principle cause significant ripple transport.
The Monte Carlo transport simulations are thus of importance for a full evaluation of
the neoclassical transport and for comparison with that in an equivalent tokamak (EQT).
We define EQT as an axisymmetric device with the same rotational transform as a given
stellarator and with the plasma major radius, minor radius, and elongation equal to the
average corresponding quantities in a stellarator. The details of the methodics used in the
Monte Carlo transport simulations and the results obtained will be presented in a separate
publication. Here, we show just a few results for the diffusion coefficient, Di , for ions
(electron ripple transport is smaller), confirming good transport characteristics in the SHS
configurations considered. No radial electric field is imposed (if present it can significantly
improve the transport of thermal particles).
Particle transport in a stellarator depends significantly on the spectrum of the magnetic
field harmonics, εmn , in equation (4). Corresponding calculations have been carried out for
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all three SHS cases discussed above. For comparison, the Boozer harmonics, εmn , are shown
in figures 20(a) and (b) for the case of the vacuum configuration of section 3 without PF
rings (24 TF coils are considered, however) and for the case with plasma current of section 5.
The εmn spectrum for the configuration of section 4 is close to that of figure 18(a) and is
not shown. The strongest harmonics are labelled with (m, n) numbers. One can see that the
toroidally symmetric harmonics with n = 0 are the strongest everywhere except at the very
vicinity of the magnetic axis, where the mirror harmonic (0, 1) is the largest. Strong helical
harmonics have n = 1, and harmonics with n = 2 have small amplitudes (<4% even near
the plasma edge). All other harmonics are negligible.

Figure 20. The magnetic field spectrum in an SHS without PF rings: (a) the vacuum
configuration; (b) the configuration with plasma current.

According to theory, transition to the low collisionality ripple regime occurs at νst∗ < 1,
where
νst∗ = ν/(εheff )3/2 ωb

(10)

while ν is the total collision frequency of a test particle, ωb is the bounce frequency,
V |n0 − m0 ι|
ωb =
(11)
R
and the effective helical ripple for the case of multiple harmonics can be calculated as


π X
εheff =
εmn cos(mθ − nN ϕ) .
(12)
2 n6=0
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In equation (11), V = 2E/M is the velocity of a test particle with mass M, and n0
and m0 correspond to the main helical harmonic at a given flux surface. In equation (12),
the angle brackets denote averaging over θ and ϕ. The values of εheff at ρ = 0.5 for
all three SHS configurations considered are the following: εheff = 0.128 for the vacuum
configuration without PF rings, 0.174 for the vacuum configuration with PF rings, and 0.11
for the configuration with the plasma current.
In figure 21 we present the results of Monte Carlo simulations for the ion diffusion
coefficients Di (calculated for a hydrogen plasma at ρ = 0.5 for B0 = 1 T, a kinetic energy
of test protons of Eh = 300 eV, and background plasma temperature Te = Ti = 300 eV) in
the wide range of the collisionality parameter νst∗ for all three SHS configurations discussed.

Figure 21. Di in the SHS calculated for a vacuum configuration without PF rings (full curve
with squares), for a vacuum configuration with PF rings (dashed curve with circles), and for a
configuration with plasma current (dotted curve with triangles). The results for the corresponding
EQTs are shown by the same types of curves but without the symbols.

Comparisons with that for the corresponding EQTs are also shown. For demonstration
purposes, the values of νst∗ for the case of the vacuum configuration without PF rings are
also shown on the top horizontal axis of figure 21. As one can see, Di in the SHS and
the corresponding EQT is approximately the same for all SHS configurations. Also, it is
important to notice that our transport simulations for the SHS do not indicate the Di ∼ 1/ν
regime of poor low-collisional particle confinement, typical for a standard stellarator. In the
SHS considered, Di is a monotonically decreasing function for lower collisionality, which is
very advantageous for fusion reactor applications. This agrees with the optimization effect
of the inboard location of the helical ripple, stressed by the S-factor reduction in figure 19.
It is important to notice also that the diffusion drops significantly for the case with plasma
current (the curve marked by triangle symbols). This is another indication of the importance
of having a positive plasma current in SS-type configurations.
7. Discussion and conclusions
A novel stellarator concept, the helical post stellarator (HPS), has been proposed. The
calculations have been presented for a particular HPS, the single-helix stellarator (SHS). This
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configuration has a number of features which are unique and very unusual in comparison
with those of traditional stellarators. Thus, the SHS holds a few records for stellarators.
The unique feature of the SHS is that the only helical element of its coil system
is the helical centre post, which produces stellarator magnetic fields with the magnetic
ripple located inboard, while the outboard parts of the coils are similar to those in a
toroidally symmetric device such as a tokamak. Theoretically, it was shown [35, 36] that
this type of harmonic composition can lead to efficient collisionless plasma confinement.
Our calculations of the S-factor and Monte Carlo simulations for the SHS confirmed this
conclusion.
To our knowledge, the SHS is the only high rotational transform configuration with
compact coils having just a single toroidal period (although two other N = 1 stellarator
configurations were proposed in the past, the Cleftron [33] and the Ultra-Simple Stellarator
[34]). The plasma aspect ratio, A ≈ 1, is also out of the range ever considered for
stellarators. The SHS features the most compact and the most spherical plasma among
all SS configurations previously discussed, and thus can be considered as a new member of
the spherical stellarator family.
The SHS coil system is efficient for producing strong magnetic fields in the plasma
region with moderate currents in the coils. Effective control over the plasma location,
magnetic field magnitude, and magnetic ripple can be accomplished by a system of PF
rings with very moderate currents, although the configuration of interest can be obtained
even without PF rings.
The vacuum rotational transform produced in the SHS is rather high for such extremely
low aspect ratios and reaches values of 0.12–0.15. Also, the rotational transform is a
decreasing function of minor radius, similar to that in an ST with ohmic current, or to
that in the SS configurations considered before [15–22]. This is convenient for adding the
plasma current to the system and for avoiding resonant harmonics which otherwise might
lead to magnetic islands. No significant magnetic island structure was found for the vacuum
SHS configurations considered.
Three different SHS configurations have been analysed in this paper: an SHS without
PF rings (A = 1.17), an SHS with PF rings (A = 1.02), and an SHS with plasma current
(A = 1.25). For all three configurations considered, it has been shown that the particle
transport is as good as that in equivalent tokamaks for a wide range of the collisionality
parameter, νst∗ . Two important effects of the plasma current have been demonstrated:
producing a magnetic well (important for MHD stability) and improving particle transport.
One more advantage of the HPS is the simplicity of the coil system, with the HCP being
the major technological element. The HPS can be easily built from the corresponding ST
by replacing the straight centre post with the HCP or by winding a helix around the straight
centre post of an ST. For a reactor, if necessary, the HCP can be made removable, as it is
proposed for a centre post in an ST [14]. To eliminate the outboard magnetic ripple, which
might be dangerous for particle transport, the large number or remote location of the return
limbs of the TF coils can be used. For any real device, this would need to be optimized
taking into account requirements for plasma access, heating and diagnostics, capital cost,
and electricity consumption.
The HPS has the potential to resolve a few problems of the ST approach. One of them
is steady-state operation which is problematic for an ST but is natural for an HPS as it is
a stellarator device. Another severe problem of an ST reactor is the strong heat flux to
the centre post from the plasma which is practically in direct contact with the centre post
structure. In contrast, the plasma in the HPS is separated from the HCP by the divertor
region from where the energetic particles leaving the plasma can be removed before they
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reach the HCP. These particles follow the field lines to the top and bottom regions where
the toroidally symmetric divertor plates can be conveniently installed.
This paper introduces the SHS configuration and presents the first results for its
magnetic field structure and properties in the case of very low plasma pressure. For fusion
applications, however, the most important regimes of operation are the high-β regimes. We
are planning to address the corresponding issues in future publications. At the present time,
one can only suggest that the stability limits for the SHS will be very high and close to
those in an ST. The basis for such suggestions can be the fact that the most dangerous MHD
modes, which, in principle, can be unstable at high β, grow on the outboard of the torus
where an SHS configuration features toroidal symmetry and is very similar to an ST.
Many engineering details, including the generated forces and a necessary supporting
structure for the HCP, should be clarified before an actual SHS can be built. We believe
that the HCP can be optimized to significantly reduce the J × B forces (in comparison with
that for a centre post in an ST) by reducing the angle between the vectors of the current
density, J , in the HCP and the local magnetic field, B. A simple supporting structure for
an HCP can be built, for example, as a reinforced straight column located along the Z-axis
(without any current; or with some relatively small current in case one would like to have
better control over the rotational transform).
While this paper was under review, a few new results were obtained for the HPS and a
few relevant presentations [44–48] were made, which we would like to mention here. The
most important new results of these presentations were: (1) consideration of the doublehelix stellarator (DHS) and triple-helix stellarator (THS) configurations featuring the centre
posts consisting, respectively, of two and three helices; (2) demonstration of the strong and
positive effects of the plasma current in a DHS on the characteristics of the high-β MHD
equilibria and particle transport; and (3) calculation of the bootstrap current in a DHS and
demonstration of the extremely high-β MHD equilibria (β0 = 86%, β = 20%) accessible
with the bootstrap current alone.
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